
Math Facts Baseball 
Take out the face cards from a deck.  Aces are equal to 1.  After shuffling the cards, take turns flipping over 

two cards.  Multiply the cards together and find the product in the list below.  Move the batter that was 

placed on home plate to the corresponding base, or to the out tally box.  Runners that are on base move the 

same number of bases as the batter moves.  One person continues to play until there have been three outs.  

Then, it is the other players turn.  Used cards are placed in a used pile and the pile is reshuffled as needed. 

 

Baseball fans may make their own rules added to the general rules.  Can a player steal first base in this 

game?  Can a player steal home in this game?  Can a player score from second base on a single?  Does a 

grounder to the infield count as a double play if there is a guy on first?   

 

 
1 walk 

2 grounder to the second baseman – out 

3 pop fly to the center fielder - out 

4 hard hit down the middle - single 

5 strike out 

6 pop fly to the catcher behind the plate - out 

7 strike out 

8 bunt attempt – out 

9 line drive over the first baseman - single 

10 line drive over the third baseman – single 

12 line drive right to the shortstop - out 

14 hard hit into the gap - double 

15 great bunt down the first baseline - single 

16 fast runner on base - stolen base 

18 slow grounder back to the pitcher - out 

20 hard hit off the back fence - double 

21 hard hit down the third baseline into the corner - triple 

24 strike out 

25 hard hit into the left field stands - home run 

27 really hard hit between first and second - single 

28 hit right up the middle - single 

30 hard hit down the first baseline into the corner - triple 

32 blooper fly ball over the second baseman - single 

35 line drive over the second baseman, but a great grab by the right fielder - out 

36 off the glove of the diving shortstop - single 

40 strike out 

42 strike out 

45 fly ball to the center fielder - out 

48 base hit over the short stop - single 

49 huge hit over the center field fence - home run 

50 pitcher is getting tired - walk 

54 base hit over the first baseman - single 

56 grounder to the pitcher - out 

60 fly ball to the right fielder - out 

63 fly ball to the left fielder, but he dropped it! single 

64 tremendous hit over right field, out of the park, into the water - home run 

70 grounder to the third baseman - out 

72 grounder to the shortstop - out 

80 strike out 

81 great hit over left field, out of the park, into the street - home run 

90 fly ball to the center fielder - out 

100 big hitter up - walk 
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